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12.2 CHANGE OF STATE AND LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS
Change of State
If the temperature of a solid is raised, it changes to a(n)______	and then to a(n)_______. This occurs
Because a(n)_________	in thermal energy of a solid increases the________	and__________	energies of the
Particles. As the solid is heated, its particles cannot be held in place by the___________	among them. When
The particles are moving freely enough to slide past each other; the substance has changed from a(n) 	to___ a(n)____. The_______	at which this change occurs is the melting point of the substance. During the melting process, the____	energy of the particles increases, but the temperature_____________. The amount of energy needed to ______	one________of a substance is called the heat of fusion of the substance. For an object at its melting point, adding this energy changes the object's, _____________. but not its __________.If the substance is heated after melting is complete, the temperature	_____________ When the temperature reaches the___________	, another change of state takes place. During this change of state the temperature___________. The amount of___________needed to vaporize one	 of a liquid is called the heat of____________. The amount of heat
Needed to melt a solid is calculated’ using the equation______________. In this equation, _________	stands
For heat, _______	stands for the mass of the solid; and__________	stands for the heat of fusion. The amount
Of heat needed to vaporize a liquid is calculated using the equation________________. In this equation, Hv
Stands for__________________. To melt a solid or vaporize a liquid, heat must be_____________. To con
Dense a gas or freeze a liquid, heat must be______________
The First Law of Thermodynamics
The thermal energy of an object can be increased if___________	is transferred to it or if__________	is done
On it, changing____________	energy into__________	energy. Other forms of energy that can be converted
Into thermal energy include_______,	________, and___________	energy. The first law of thermodynamics
States that the total_____________	in the thermal energy of a system is the__________	of the work done on
It and the heat added to it. The first law of thermodynamics is another way of stating the law of 
_________________. A device that converts________	energy to____________	energy continuously is
Called a heat engine. Heat engines require a_________	temperature__________	from which thermal energy
Can be removed, and a___________	temperature____________	into which thermal energy can be delivered.
In an automobile engine, a mixture of_________	and___________	is ignited, producing a high temperature
________. The air in the cylinder is heated and it________, pushing on a(n)_________. This push changes
______	- Energy into________________	energy. Some of the thermal energy does not get converted, but      instead heats the ______________	and_______________. This thermal energy is transferred out of the engine
And is called_____________. The heat from the flame is equal to the sum of the____________________ produced by the engine and the	expelled from the engine. A refrigerator is a device that removes thermal energy from a________body and transfers it to a___________body. An external source of _____________ is needed to cause the transfer. A fluid, such as_________is needed to transfer___________ from the food in the refrigerator to the air in the room. A heat pump is a______________that can be run two directions. In summer, heat is transferred from the house to the___________. In the winter, heat is transferred from the_______________to the house. Both require the use of energy.
What Makes a Hot Body Hot?
Matter is made up of tiny_____________	that are constantly___________. The particles in an object that is
_________	Move faster than the particles in an object that is___________. The idea that particles in an object
Are in motion is the_____________________________	theory. The particles in a solid are held together by
_______________	Forces. Because the particles are vibrating, they have___________	energy. However, the
Particles also have_________	energy. The_________	of these two amounts of energy makes up the internal,
Or_________, energy of the object.
Thermal Energy and Temperature
An object that is________	has more thermal energy than a similar object that is__________. The particles
In a hot object have________	kinetic and potential__________	than the particles in a cold object. Because
Particles show a range of energies, it is the____________________	energy of particles that is higher in a(n)
_______	Object than in a(n)________one.The temperature of a(n)_________	is proportional to the average
________	Energy of the particles. The temperature of a(n)___________	or a(n)_________	is approximately
Proportional to the average_______________	energy of the particles. Temperature does not depend on the
________	of particles in the object. Thermal energy does depend on the______________	of particles in the

Object.
Equilibrium and Thermometry
When a glass thermometer is placed into a hot liquid, the particles in the. __________________________________	Hit the particles in
The___________________, transferring. As the particles in the glass of the thermometer gain energy, they
Begin to transfer energy to the________, and the liquid and thermometer are in thermal
At this time, the thermometer and the liquid are at the same__________________, although they may have
Different amounts of_______________. A thermometer depends on a______________	that changes with tem
perature. In an alcohol thermometer, the_____________	of the alcohol increases with temperature. In a liquid
Crystal thermometer, the____________	of the crystals changes with temperature. 
Each kind of crystal in the thermometer changes______________________at a different

Temperature Scales: Celsius and Kelvin
	, c
Anders Celsius based a temperature scale on the properties of________________. On the Celsius scale, the
_________	Point of water is 0C, and the_______________	point of water is lO°c. Temperatures do not seem
to have a (n)________	limit, but they do have a___________	limit. This limit is called______________, and
Is the basis of the_________	scale? On this scale, the symbol K stands for the____________, which is equal
To one__________degree. The freezing point of__________	is 273.15 K. The boiling point of water is,______
Heat and Thermal Energy
When a body is placed in contact with a hotter body, the temperature of the cooler body______________
Because________	flows from the hotter body to the cooler one. Heat is the__________	that flows as a result
Of a difference in____________. Heat is represented by the symbol___________	and is measured in
_______________	Is the energy that an object contains; but___________	is the energy that is transferred be
tween objects. When heat flows into an object, the object's_______________	and____________	increase.
The amount of increase depends on the_____________	and specific heat of the object. The specific heat of
A material is the amount of__________	that must be added to____________	the temperature of a unit mass
_______	temperature unit. Specific heat is represented by the symbol_____________, and is measured in
_________	-' Compared to most other materials, the specific heat of water is_________. The heat gained
Or lost by an object as its temperature changes can be calculated using the equation _______________
In this equation, ________	is the amount of heat lost or gained; _______	is the mass of the object,
The specific heat of the substance, and___________	is the change in temperature.

Calorimetry: Measuring Specific Heat
A calorimeter is used to measure changes in__________________. A measured_________	of a substance is
Heated to a known______________, and added to a known mass of_____________	at a known temperature
In a calorimeter. The temperature of the___________	increases. The change in thermal energy is calculated
From the temperature change of the________. The calorimeter is insulated so that___________	will be 
conserved in a closed, isolated__________. Because the heated object loses thermal energy, its energy change
Is_________. Because the water gains energy, its energy change is
SECOND Law of Thermodynamic	.
Saai Carnot proved that all engines produce______________. This is because all systems contain. _:
disorder, or_________	. When heat energy is added to a system, particles move in a_____________way.
The Increase in motion of particles______________	the entropy of the system. The second law of
	__.	-	
_______________states that natural processes go in a direction that the total entropy of the
universe. When two objects of different temperatures are brought together, they reach. Thermal
_____________, And their temperatures are the same. The entropy of the system at its final temperature _______________than the entropy of the system before reaching the final temperature. Entropy is often
Used as a measure of the______________	of energy. Because the waste heat from an engine or a furnace
Cannot be used to do_________, the energy is not considered to be___________________



